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1. Introduction
This document contains a summary of the domain specific metadata model for religious studies intended
for the ReIReS data repository and data exploration and discovery service developed in WP6 hereafter
referred to as the ReIReS unified discovery environment. Numerous digital resources and databases are
already available in the domain of religious studies. However, these resources and datasets are dispersed
across the web and the metadata available for their retrieval is of a semantically heterogeneous nature
because of the lack of a common data model and reference ontologies in the domain of religious studies.
This document is the second version of the metadata model to reflect updates made to the initial metadata
model delivered in month 17 of the project. Changes to the data model were expected to account for
unforeseen circumstances with the actual implementation of it in a technical architecture. Only one
metadata element needed to be added so far.
WP6 aims to address the growing need of scholars to discover large sets of data and to provide
public and commercial database providers a way to make their databases more visible and discoverable.
This requires a domain specific metadata exchange model for providing a fully documented and
standardized way of sharing metadata between platforms and people. In this document we describe the
steps taken for the creation of this data model, as well as the model itself.
The first part focusses on the methodology used and steps taken in creating a data model for the
purpose of a ReIReS unified discovery environment. This process mainly consisted of the analysis of the
existing in-house models used by the consortium partners and the study of metadata standards and
ontologies that could serve as basis for defining a ReIReS application profile for metadata. WP6 focused
on a pilot project consisting of three datasets, chosen based on a data survey of the collections managed
by the consortium members. The creation of an application profile needs to take into account the data as
it is currently organized, as well as the standards set by existing data models, and consider those factors
from the perspective of use cases and possible scenarios for the application of that metadata. Two more
datasets have been added in the meantime.
In other words, we look at the metadata we have at our disposal and organize it in such a way as
to index it and make it searchable according to the requirements relevant to the field of religious studies.
Based on those requirements, we studied existing standards and data models to serve as a basis for a
ReIReS application profile. The result of this was then presented to partners interested in WP6 to gather
input and feedback.
The second part of this document specifies the domain specific application profile developed in
WP6 for the harmonization of and access to the partners’ datasets in the ReIReS unified discovery
environment. The choice for the Schema.org ontology as the base ontology is motivated based on the
requirements of the project. The ReIReS application profile includes elements for indexing and display of
metadata.
The remainder of the document describes the actual metadata elements and their implementation as
well as the mandatory, recommended and optional elements to which the data providers’ metadata must
comply when contributing data to the unified discovery environment. This constitutes the formal
specification of the ReIReS data model and lists the classes and properties used for the different types of
records.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Analysis of metadata models in use by the consortium partners
In order to define a common metadata model for the ReIReS unified data repository and discovery system,
we had to start from the data models already in use as we need to preserve as much of the details in the
original data as possible.

2.1.1. Data Survey
The first step in analyzing the metadata models in use by the consortium partners was a data survey
conducted at the beginning of the ReIReS project, as set out in D6.1 Requirements Overview and Use Case
Models.1 This survey gave us a detailed overview of the collections managed by the consortium members,
the data models used to describe them, the level of interoperability of the data, data delivery formats,
etcetera.

2.1.2. Pilot Project
During the process of deciding which datasets to include in the pilot project, one of our main concerns was
obviously the quality (e.g. use of standards) and scope (e.g. level of detail and cross references between
data) of the data models implemented by the partners. As such, the first step in this analysis included
studying the metadata of the datasets included in the survey. Considering the large variety of data models
used in these datasets, a pilot project is needed to analyze the possibilities and restrictions faced in building
the ReIReS unified discovery environment. Three datasets were selected during Task 6.1 based on their
technical interoperability, the amount of documentation available on their data model, level of detail in
their description and the fact that integrating these collections requires a flexible shared data model.
A ReIReS application profile that adequately integrates the datasets of the pilot project can also
describe collections that are to be added afterwards. Limiting the pilot to a subset of the data available
within the consortium, allowed WP6 to analyze those datasets more thoroughly. Furthermore, the data
survey provided WP6 with sufficient insight into the data models used for other collections to ensure that
they can be mapped to the ReIReS application profile later on. The data survey provided WP6 with enough
information about the available datasets to guarantee their interoperability. The process of building the
technical architecture for a unified discovery environment is also more manageable when working with a
limited set of data.

2.1.2.1. Jewish Library at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz
The resources in this dataset are described according to the METS/MODS standard following a DFG
application profile (German Research Foundation guidelines), which means their data model is
documented and therefore more efficiently and thoroughly convertible to a different standard. METS is a
data encoding and transmission format that facilitates the management of digital objects and their
1

Deliverable 6.1 Requirements Overview and Use Case Models, 9-11.
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exchange based on its metadata.2 MODS is a bibliographic element set that can be used for a variety of
purposes, in this case as an extension schema to METS.3 Both were developed by the Library of Congress.
The dataset contains 36 records and the metadata can be harvested using the OAI-PMH protocol
in XML format. The records are described with detailed metadata and a link to a digital representation
online, which also need to be taken into account when defining a data model. Even though the set contains
only 36 records, a mapping between the commonly used METS/MODS standard and the ReIReS application
profile is reusable for other collections.
The metadata described in these records generally include title, author(s), publication information,
physical and contents description, language, library system information and a unique identifier. Considering
the nature of this collection, it contains metadata in both Hebrew and German and their corresponding
scripts (i.e. the Hebrew and Latin alphabets). Identification of the alphabet used in a metadata element is
also recorded. The metadata also includes a persistent link to the digital representations of the records.

2.1.2.2. Brepols Publishers: Index Religiosus
Index Religiosus is the result of a collaboration between the KU Leuven, UCLouvain and Brepols Publishers.
Brepols uses a data model developed in-house that allows users to search their ever-expanding databases
according to title, author and thematically (discipline, geographical area or period). Their data model allows
for further differentiation between types of metadata related to the subject of a record. Their database can,
for example, be searched for records whose subject matter pertains to a specific geographical location
because of this. As this level of detail has to be preserved when mapping data to a common data model, a
new model needs to be sufficiently flexible and extensible.

2.1.2.3. Digital titles of the Maurits Sabbe Library (KU Leuven)
The data of the KU Leuven collection is organized according to the MARC format. The MARC formats are
standards for the representation and communication of bibliographic and related information in machinereadable form, maintained by the Library of Congress in consultation with various user communities. 4 The
level of detail recorded in the metadata varies across records and collections, but is mainly of a
bibliographic nature. In the case of these collections of precious books, it often includes more details related
to codicology and engravings. The metadata also includes a persistent link to the digital representations of
the records.

2.1.2.4. Mansi Digitale (Fondazione per le Scienze Religiose Giovanni XXIII)
This dataset contains the digitized version of the sources of church councils which were collected in a
database. The metadata was delivered in the CSV file format and mapped to the ReIReS application profile.
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/METSPrimer.pdf
https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-overview.html
4 https://www.loc.gov/marc/96principl.html
2
3
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The metadata contains information about publication issues and contains URL’s to the actual digital
representations of the data hosted by FSCIRE itself.

2.1.2.5. Cyrillomethodiana (Sofiiski Universitet Sveti Kliment Ohridski)
Cyrillomethodiana is a web-portal that includes a virtual library with downloadable electronic publications
of books related to the fields of Slavic Studies and Religion. XML files containing metadata and links to ebooks were provided. The metadata was mapped to the ReIReS application profile.

2.2. Requirements analysis, use cases, scenario’s for application of the metadata
The idea behind the ReIReS unified discovery environment is to improve discoverability and interoperability
of collections related to religious history, which means it is important to consider those two aspects when
creating a data model. If we want to adhere to best practices, we have to define our model based on the
needs it hopes to fulfill.5 The work done for in D6.1 Requirements Overview and Use Case Models therefore
also applies to this task.6 The needs of the partners of the consortium regarding the unified discovery
environment inform the needs that have to be met by its data model.
Considering the disparate nature of the datasets, both in the pilot project and among the
collections of the partners, a data model for religious studies must be able to accommodate the different
data models already implemented. In other words, when looking at existing data models to build on for
ReIReS, flexibility is an important criterion. Furthermore, the application profile has to be able to describe
several data types (e.g., books, archival files, person databases, etc.) and not just bibliographical datasets.
Naturally, a data model for religious studies also needs to accommodate domain specific requirements.
This is partly guaranteed by taking the data models currently used by the partners as a starting point for
defining a ReIReS application profile and assuring that it meets the same levels of granularity.
This helps ensure that no data from the original datasets held by the partners is lost when moving
it to the unified discovery environment. The data published by WP6 is not meant to replace the original
data, but this does not negate the need for rich metadata and granularity. An important advantage to
bringing together the collections managed by the partners in this project is the increased potential for
enrichment of metadata. The application profile must therefore accommodate the original datasets without
the loss of data granularity, while also allowing for the enrichment of its metadata. Preserving the
granularity of data is important, because otherwise mapping to a new data model can lead to losing the
original level of detail. For example, mapping the editor of a journal to Dublin Core is only possible by
assigning them the role of ‘contributor’, without being able to clarify what his specific role actually is. In that
case, the data is not lost but the granularity of data is.
The intention behind the ReIReS unified discovery environment is to improve discoverability of data
outside of the managing institutions. The original metadata provided by the partners, however, is organized
according to data models intended for discoverability inside their own collections. The purpose of WP6 is
to represent that metadata from the context of religious studies rather than on a collection level. Because

5
6

http://wiki.opensemanticframework.org/index.php/Ontology_Best_Practices
Deliverable 6.1 Requirements Overview and Use Case Models, 12-16.
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the partners themselves will still be publishing their data, information regarding access to these records or
their digital representations (i.e. a transcription or digital image of the record) is not a principal concern
within the framework of ReIReS. Furthermore, some partners also manage non-bibliographic datasets,
such as biographical databases or digital born content.7 Therefore, a focus on the representation of specific
relationships between records is more important for us than the place of those records within a collection.
As mentioned in the Grant Agreement, the possibility for the semantic enrichment of existing
metadata needs to be taken into account when defining a data model.8 A data model intended for the
ReIReS unified discovery environment has to link to and re-use external sources available as Linked Data.
Data models intended for more bibliographic scenarios are not be ideal for this, if they even allow it at all.
Authority files are needed for the enrichment of metadata, which means that persons, places and events
need to be records in their own right and not just metadata elements part of a bibliographic record. To
express the interconnection of resources related to religious studies, a machine-readable data model needs
to be able to index an individual as a person, regardless of his relationship to a record, while also
establishing the relationship with that record. Determining whether this is one and the same person
requires the use of authority resources and human involvement, but the first step in improving
interoperability between datasets related to religious studies is a data model that at least allows for the
machine-readable indexation of metadata as more than bibliographic data. In other words, most
bibliographic data models only index persons, places and events as metadata elements for a bibliographic
record and not as records themselves.
If, for example, a topographic database needs to be integrated into the unified discovery
environment, the data model must be able to represent that knowledge. Furthermore, the data model used
by Brepols differentiates between discipline, area and period as the subject matter of a record. This means
that a data model for ReIReS needs to be flexible enough to include that level of granularity. The capacity
for integrating data that is not merely bibliographical in nature into a discovery environment can be a very
useful tool for religious studies. Therefore, WP6 not only looked at traditional data modeling, but also at
ontologies.
Where traditional data modeling is more concerned with storing and retrieving records in a
database, ontologies offer the flexibility to express relations between entities (regardless of whether they
are works, persons, organizations, places or events). An ontological model is better suited for knowledge
representation, whereas traditional data modeling for bibliographical collections focusses on discovery and
retrieval of records. Working with an ontology also means that the data model is more easily extensible if
new metadata elements need to be included later on.
The aim of the proposed ReIReS data model is to structure the data from contributing partners for
ingesting, managing and publishing it on a single platform. Different institutions use different data
standards and in order to organize all the relevant metadata, an open and flexible framework is needed to
map all the available records to, while remaining easily sorted and searched. The ReIReS unified discovery
environment requires an application profile that can bring disparate sources together, offers interoperability
between datasets and improves the visibility of collections. To improve discoverability and interoperability,
WP6 also has to widen the scope beyond merely bibliographic data. The ReIReS unified discovery
7
8

e.g. Europa Sacra (Brepols Publishers), Klerus-Datenbank (JGU Mainz).
GA, 57-58.
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environment has the ambition to bring together more types of data, such as databases of people or, in the
future of the project, research data.
Hence, the need for a data model that allows metadata to be linked to authority records. This is a
prerequisite for linking the data to external data, such as Wikidata. 9 This means that a person in the unified
discovery environment can be uniquely identified and linked to records, events, places, etc. they were linked
to in real life. A library catalogue using traditional data modelling, for example, is not be able to identify
Thomas More, the author of Utopia, as Thomas More, the Lord Chancellor of Henry VIII. By being able to link
data provided by the consortium members to external sources in a machine readable format, ReIReS
aspires to improve the discoverability and interoperability of more than just bibliographic data useful for
the study of religious history.
To sum up, the important aspects to take into account when creating this data model are:
-

Discoverability

-

Representation of relationships

-

Interoperability

-

Semantic enrichment

-

Accommodating different data models

-

Linked Data compatibility

-

Flexibility

-

Links to authority records

-

Describing multiple data types

-

Machine readable format

-

Rich metadata and granularity

2.3. Desk study of standards and reference models
After reviewing the data provided by the consortium members and the scenario for which it will be
repurposed by WP6, the next step was to look at existing data models that might be suitable for the
application of the metadata. This gave us an idea of the standards WP6 has to live up to when creating its
application profile, allowed us to learn from others and helped to determine if any existing data models
already lived up to the requirements of the unified discovery environment: interoperability, discoverability
and visibility.
The obvious first step was the study of the bibliographic application profiles already used by the
members of the consortium. For the reasons outlined in the previous chapter, these models showed
shortcomings when it came to describing non-bibliographic data types. However, the study of those
metadata standards was necessary to ascertain the level of granularity they offer. Mappings and converters
also already exist between the MODS/METS and the MARC formats that are used by JGU Mainz and KU
Leuven respectively.
MODS/METS and MARC are examples of traditional data modeling and are therefore cumbersome
to extend with additional elements from different standards. This can lead to the loss of detail of the original
data. As bibliographic data models, they would have to be misused and stretched to allow persons,
organizations, places and events to be represented as entities. As data models they organize data and
standardize how they relate to one another and to properties of the real world from a purely bibliographic
perspective. An ontology on the other hand, can be used to describe relations between concepts, data and
entities related from the perspective of religious history.

9

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Authority_control
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Alternatively, it is possible to create a data model that serves as a “lowest common denominator”,
which makes it compatible with the formats used by consortium members to manage their datasets. This
means sacrificing the level of detail present in collections in order to ensure interoperability. That runs
counter to the requirements for the ReIReS data model, but that can be resolved by relying heavily on
extensions from other knowledge models such as OWL, SKOS and FOAF.10 Dublin Core is a good example
of an easily extensible ontology.11 The Europeana Data Model takes Dublin core as a starting point and
extends it with several other standards in order to be useful for the content of disparate types of collections
from museums, libraries, archives and audiovisual collections.12 However, the ReIReS unified discovery
environment intends to facilitate research and not to aggregate GLAM collections. Furthermore, Dublin Core
is used to describe resources, which makes it ill suited for describing persons, organizations, places and
events. Dublin Core and EDM do highlight the advantages of adopting an ontology that supports Linked
Data when aggregating records and datasets with the intention of metadata enrichment.
The Library of Congress has already initiated a standard for bibliographic description that is
grounded in Linked Data techniques with BIBFRAME.13 The focus of this project is a transition path for the
MARC 21 format, which makes the mapping of, for example, the KU Leuven datasets easier. It is still
primarily concerned with the cataloging of bibliographic records, however. This means that using it for the
description of anything else could be problematic. It does allow a person to be treated as a separate entity,
but does not provide metadata elements for biographical information related to that person. Extending the
BIBFRAME standard with ontologies such as OWL, SKOS and FOAF can help remedy this, but person related
data would still need to be integrated in the unified discovery environment in a primarily bibliographic
context. Because BIBRAME is designed from a cataloging perspective, this also means that discoverability
works best in the context of a library collection. The ReIReS unified discovery environment on the other
hand, aspires to take datasets from their isolated data silos and integrate them into the broader context of
religious studies.
Even though the aforementioned data models all have their own advantages and can retain the
granularity of the original datasets with extensions from other ontologies, implementing them still means
representing persons, organizations, places and events as aspects of bibliography rather than as records in
their own right. Furthermore, none of these standards seem suited for archival material, which will most
likely also be included in ReIReS at some point. Therefore, we needed to look at data models that are not
primarily intended for describing collections, but are still suitable to accommodate them or extensible to
that purpose. The desk study of standards and reference models informed us of the best practices that we
needed to adhere to. The main advantage BIBFRAME has over the other standards is that it enables
semantic-interlinking of bibliographic datasets on the web. As a bibliographic standard it does seem to have
the most potential, but the desk study of standards and data models led us to the conclusion that a
bibliographic standard, can not properly treat persons, organizations, places and events as events if it is
implemented as intended.

https://www.w3.org/OWL/
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
11 http://dublincore.org/
12 https://pro.europeana.eu/resources/standardization-tools/edm-documentation
13 https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/
10
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Schema.org, an ontology developed by Google, Microsoft, Yandex and Yahoo! for the markup of
web pages, on the other hand does not have those limitations.14 Because it was developed for describing
any type of data on the web in a machine-readable format, it does not prioritize any specific type of data.
The schema.org vocabulary is used along with the Microdata, RDFa, or JSON-LD formats, which makes the
data interpretable by machines and people.15 Schema.org promotes schemas for structured data on the
internet and although it is too much of an all-purpose data model for our intentions, it is very flexible. This
means that we can make a selection of useful classes and properties specifically useful for the ReIReS
unified discovery environment with the option of extending it further in the future with classes from
Schema.org or from other ontologies. Furthermore, because it is developed by an open community process
they have mechanisms to facilitate extensions by their users, such as bib.schema.org for the bibliographic
sector.16 Search engines, web crawlers, and browsers can also extract and process data expressed in
Schema.org encodings, which can lead users who are not familiar with ReIReS to its content.
MODS/METS

MARC

+

-

+

-

Well documented

Not suitable for nonbibliographic data

Well documented

Not suitable for nonbibliographic data

Standard mappings to other
formats available

Difficult to extend

Widely used

Standard mappings to other
formats available

Difficult to extend

Widely used

Dublin Core
+
Designed for interoperability
with other formats
Easy to extend

Europeana Data Model
-

+

-

Offers little granularity

Extension of Dublin Core

Intended specifically for
GLAM collections

Non-bibliographic data
requires too much extension

BIBFRAME

Schema.org

+

-

+

-

Grounded in Linked Data
techniques

Primarily intended for the
cataloging of bibliographic
records

Enables semantic interlinking

Too extensive

Suitable for any type of data

Requires heavy extending for
cataloging persons, places
and events

Flexible and extendible

Requires the selection of a
specified set of classes and
properties

Easy transition from MARC
format
Easy to extend

Machine-readable

2.4. Design and specification of the data model/application profile
As mentioned before, the vocabulary of Schema.org is too extensive for our purposes since it applies to the
full spectrum of data on the web, which means adopting Schema.org wholesale is not very user-friendly. It
will also not yield consistent results as it offers multiple ways of marking up the same data, considering the
vast amount of item classes and properties it offers. Based on the metadata elements present in the pilot
project and taking into account the requirements for the application of the data in the context of ReIReS,
WP6 designed an application profile based on Schema.org by selecting classes and properties from this
ontology. An application profile consists of a specified set of metadata elements, policies, and guidelines.
The selected elements can come from a combination of different standards and locally defined elements
https://schema.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microdata_(HTML)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RDFa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON-LD
16 https://www.w3.org/community/schemabibex/wiki/Bib.schema.org-1.0
14
15
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depending on the functional requirements. While creating this application profile, it became clear that
Schema.org offered us all the classes and properties we needed. If at some point the ReIReS unified
discovery environment requires the introduction of classes or properties not available in Schema.org, WP6
still has the possibility of extending the application profile with elements from different ontologies. 17

2.5. Review, input by partners and information sessions
Because Brepols is an important participant in WP6, the first iteration of the data model was discussed
during a meeting with them. During this meeting the data model was presented and explained to receive
feedback from Brepols as a participant in WP6 and as a data provider for the pilot project. Important and
constructive feedback was provided from their expertise on data modelling for religious studies. A possible
challenge regarding the indexing of dates and periods was discussed.
In Schema.org the values for properties related to dates are expected to be exact. Considering the
nature of the records and data related to millennia of religious history it is not always possible to rely on
exact dates. Different ways of resolving this were discussed, but no conclusive solution to this issue was
agreed upon. Because WP6 is working iteratively, we can explore different options when integrating data
sets from the pilot project. During this meeting, an information session for the entire ReIReS consortium
was also planned, to present the data model to those interested in the work of WP6.
An online call was held for this purpose during which the gist of this document so far was conveyed
to the attendees. This was followed by an outline of Schema.org and the ReIReS data model, which will be
discussed further in the next chapter. Participants in this call and other consortium members related to or
interested in WP6 were consequently given two weeks to provide feedback or pose further questions. The
ReIReS data model was also presented during a WP2 workshop organized by the Leibniz Institute of
European History.

04/10/2018

Meeting with Brepols

17/10/2018

Online call: Introduction to the ReIReS data model

17/10/201802/11/2018

Possibility for feedback and further questions

30/11/2018

Presentation of data model during WP2 workshop at the Leibniz Institute of European
History

For more information on best practices and application profiles in transition from bibliographic metadata
to Linked Data, see: Osma Suominen and Nina Hyvönen, “From MARC Silos to Linked Data Silos?”
(Presentation, Semantic Web in Libraries, Bonn, Germany, November 30, 2016),
http://swib.org/swib16/slides/suominen_silos.pdf.
17
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3. ReIReS data model organization
3.1. Schema.org
As mentioned, Schema.org forms the basis of the application profile for the ReIReS unified discovery
environment. The data model used in Schema.org is derived from RDF schema. 18 The ontology is made up
of two things: classes, which define the general thing that is described (i.e. the wrapper for the entire thing)
and properties, the actual data elements. Each class may be a sub-class of multiple classes; with ‘Thing’
being the class of all the others are a sub-class. Each property may have one or more classes as its domain
and each property may have one or more classes as its range.19 For example, the property ‘about’ can apply
to both the class ‘CreativeWork’ and ‘Event’.
Sometimes different properties can also be applied for describing the same thing. To record the
pagination of an article, for example, the property ‘pagination’ can be used to map the range of pages (e.g.
12-36) or the first page can be recorded as ‘pageStart’ and the last one as ‘pageEnd’. Schema.org thus
offers several solutions to the same issues. As WP6 is working iteratively, several properties related to the
same data element may be included in the application profile for now.
More

information

on

the

Schema.org

data

model

can

be

found

at

https://schema.org/docs/datamodel.html. As mentioned, Schema.org is also easily extensible with
elements from other ontologies, should this prove necessary in the future.

3.2. Classes
In Schema.org everything is a subclass of ‘Thing’. The main subclasses that will be used in the ReIReS data
model are: CreativeWork, MediaObject, Person, Organization, Place and Event. For every data element in
the model, the classes and subclasses it belongs to are mentioned in the application profile below. The
class ‘Thing’ is only included if the data element does not apply specifically to any other subclasses, because
in Schema.org any property that applies to a class also applies to all of its subclasses. Therefore every
property of ‘Thing’ automatically also applies to, for example, ‘CreativeWork’.
Some properties, however, are not available for the specified class. They are taken from another
class (e.g. CreativeWork) but are also useful for this class and are therefore mentioned as extension. These
extensions mostly apply to information about the data provider or licensing information, which Schema.org
does not provide for persons, places, organizations or events, but which still apply to those types of datasets
in the context of ReIReS.
The set of classes included in the application profile for the ReIReS unified discovery environment,
in descending order from left to right are the following:

18
19

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RDF_Schema
https://schema.org/docs/datamodel.html
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Class

Class

Class

Class

CreativeWork

Definition

CreativeWork

Article

CreativeWork

Article

NewsArticle

CreativeWork

Article

Report

The most generic kind of creative work, including books, movies, photographs, software
programs, etc.
An article, such as a news article or piece of investigative report. Newspapers and magazines
have articles of many different types and this is intended to cover them all.
A NewsArticle is an article whose content reports news, or provides background context and
supporting materials for understanding the news.
A Report generated by governmental or non-governmental organization.

CreativeWork

Article

ScholarlyArticle

A scholarly article.

CreativeWork

Article

SocialMediaPosting

A post to a social media platform, including blog posts, tweets, Facebook posts, etc.

CreativeWork

Article

SocialMediaPosting

BlogPosting

A blog post.

CreativeWork

Article

SocialMediaPosting

DiscussionForumPosting

A posting to a discussion forum.

CreativeWork

Blog

A blog.

CreativeWork

Book

A book.

CreativeWork

CreativeWorkSeries

A CreativeWorkSeries in schema.org is a group of related items, typically but not necessarily of
the same kind. CreativeWorkSeries are usually organized into some order, often chronological.
Unlike ItemList which is a general purpose data structure for lists of things, the emphasis with
CreativeWorkSeries is on published materials (written e.g. books and periodicals, or media such
as tv, radio and games).
Specific subtypes are available for describing TVSeries, RadioSeries, MovieSeries, BookSeries,
Periodical and VideoGameSeries. In each case, the hasPart / isPartOf properties can be used to
relate the CreativeWorkSeries to its parts. The general CreativeWorkSeries type serves largely
just to organize these more specific and practical subtypes.
It is common for properties applicable to an item from the series to be usefully applied to the
containing group. Schema.org attempts to anticipate some of these cases, but publishers
should be free to apply properties of the series parts to the series as a whole wherever they
seem appropriate.
A series of books. Included books can be indicated with the hasPart property.

CreativeWork

CreativeWorkSeries

BookSeries

CreativeWork

CreativeWorkSeries

Periodical

CreativeWork

Data catalog

A publication in any medium issued in successive parts bearing numerical or chronological
designations and intended, such as a magazine, scholarly journal, or newspaper to continue
indefinitely.
A collection of datasets.

CreativeWork

Dataset

A body of structured information describing some topic(s) of interest.

CreativeWork

DigitalDocument

An electronic file or document.
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CreativeWork

DigitalDocument

NoteDigitalDocument

A file containing a note, primarily for the author.

CreativeWork

DigitalDocument

A file containing slides or used for a presentation.

CreativeWork

DigitalDocument

CreativeWork

DigitalDocument

PresentationDigitalDocu
ment
SpreadsheetDigitalDocu
ment
TextDigitalDocument

CreativeWork

MediaObject

CreativeWork

MediaObject

AudioObject

A media object, such as an image, video, or audio object embedded in a web page or a
downloadable dataset i.e. DataDownload. Note that a creative work may have many media
objects associated with it on the same web page. For example, a page about a single song
(MusicRecording) may have a music video (VideoObject), and a high and low bandwidth audio
stream (2 AudioObject's).
An audio file.

CreativeWork

MediaObject

DataDownload

A dataset in downloadable form.

CreativeWork

MediaObject

ImageObject

An image file.

CreativeWork

MediaObject

VideoObject

A video file.

CreativeWork

PublicationIssue

CreativeWork

PublicationVolume

CreativeWork

Review

CreativeWork

Website

A file composed primarily of text.

A part of a successively published publication such as a periodical or publication volume, often
numbered, usually containing a grouping of works such as articles.
A part of a successively published publication such as a periodical or multi-volume work, often
numbered. It may represent a time span, such as a year.
A review of an item - for example, of a restaurant, movie, or store.
A WebSite is a set of related web pages and other items typically served from a single web
domain and accessible via URLs.
An event happening at a certain time and location, such as a concert, lecture, or festival.
Ticketing information may be added via the offers property. Repeated events may be structured
as separate Event objects.
A PublicationEvent corresponds indifferently to the event of publication for a CreativeWork of
any type e.g. a broadcast event, an on-demand event, a book/journal publication via a variety of
delivery media.
An organization such as a school, NGO, corporation, club, etc.

Event
Event

A spreadsheet file.

PublicationEvent

Organization
Organization

Corporation

Organization: A business corporation.

Organization

EducationalOrganization

An educational organization.

Organization

EducationalOrganization

Organization

GovernmentOrganization

CollegeOrUniversity

A college, university, or other third-level educational institution.
A governmental organization or agency.

Person

A person (alive, dead, undead, or fictional).

Place

Entities that have a somewhat fixed, physical extension.
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Place

AdministrativeArea

A geographical region, typically under the jurisdiction of a particular government.

Place

City

A city or town.

Place

Country

A country.

Place

State

A state or province of a country.

Intangible

A permission for a particular person or group to access a particular file.

Intangible

DigitalDocumentPermissi
on
Enumeration

Intangible

Enumeration

Intangible
Intangible
Intangible

Language

Intangible

Quantity

Intangible

Role

Intangible
Intangible

BookFormatType

The publication format of the book.
A type of permission which can be granted for accessing a digital document.

Enumeration

DigitalDocumentPermissi
onType
GenderType

Enumeration

ItemListOrderType

Enumerated for values for itemListOrder for indicating how an ordered ItemList is organized.

Duration

Natural languages such as Spanish, Tamil, Hindi, English, etc. Formal language code tags
expressed in BCP 47 can be used via the alternateName property. The Language type previously
also covered programming languages such as Scheme and Lisp, which are now best
represented using ComputerLanguage.
Quantity: Duration (use ISO 8601 duration format).

Role

OrganizationRole

Represents additional information about a relationship or property. For example a Role can be
used to say that a 'member' role linking some SportsTeam to a player occurred during a
particular time period. Or that a Person's 'actor' role in a Movie was for some particular
characterName. Such properties can be attached to a Role entity, which is then associated with
the main entities using ordinary properties like 'member' or 'actor'.
A subclass of Role used to describe roles within organizations.

StructuredValue

ContactPoint

Intangible

StructuredValue

GeoCoordinates

The geographic coordinates of a place or event.

Intangible

StructuredValue

GeoShape

Intangible

StructuredValue

GeoCircle

The geographic shape of a place. A GeoShape can be described using several properties whose
values are based on latitude/longitude pairs. Either whitespace or commas can be used to
separate latitude and longitude; whitespace should be used when writing a list of several such
points.
A GeoCircle is a GeoShape representing a circular geographic area. As it is a GeoShape it
provides the simple textual property 'circle', but also allows the combination of postalCode
alongside geoRadius. The center of the circle can be indicated via the 'geoMidpoint' property, or
more approximately using 'address', 'postalCode'.

An enumeration of genders. http://schema.org/Male and http://schema.org/Female

PostalAddress

The mailing address.
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3.3. Data types & expected values
The values given to the properties are also expected to be a certain type in order to ensure interoperability.
In some cases, the expected value must be one of the classes mentioned in the table above. The value for
the property ‘author’ is expected to be a Person or Organization, which establishes a link between the
CreativeWork record and the Person or Organization record. Obviously not all values have to express a link
to a different record. For example, the expected value for the property ‘datePublished’ has to be a ‘Date’
expressed according to ISO-standards, thus ensuring interoperability with dates used in other records in the
ReIReS unified discovery environment. The expected value(s) for every property is defined in the actual data
model. Below is a list of the data types and their more specific subtypes that are used in the ReIReS
application profile.
Bolean
Bolean
Date
DateTime
Number
Number
Text
Text
Time

False
True
Float
Integer
URL

3.4. Structure
A schematic representation of Henry VIII and his parents, Henry VII and Elizabeth of York as records in the
ReIReS unified discovery environment would look as follows:

→ = property
= record
= value with
DataType
‘Person’
= value with
DataType ‘Text’

The

remainder

of

this deliverable lists the classes and properties included in the application profile. The following information
is included for each element:
-

Schema.org property
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-

the definition of that property

-

the scheme it belongs to (i.e. CreativeWork, MediaObject, Person, Organization, Place and Event)

-

common name for the data element (e.g. author, title, publication date,…)

-

the class and subclasses it applies to

-

expected values/data type (e.g. text, a numerical value, a URL,…)

-

status (i.e. mandatory, recommended, optional)

The ‘common data element’, is a common way of naming a specific metadata element. Given that the data
provided by the partners is structured according to different data models, the metadata elements could be
named differently. The metadata element for the title of a publication might have the same markup in most
data models, for example, but the type of publication it is could be indicated with the element
‘mods:typeOfResource’ in one data model or ‘Type - <Publicationclass>’ in another. Therefore a common
way of naming each metadata element is included to signify what the Schema.org property is intended to
describe.
Each data provider, dataset and individual resource will also be assigned a unique and persistent
identifier or system information code to ensure that datasets and individual records are identifiable and
retrievable in the context of the unified discovery environment for updates, reference and reuse. This
ensures a distinction between its intellectual creation (e.g. the inventory number of the object or unique
identifier from the source system, which might no longer be unique when combined with records from other
collections) and its technical creation (i.e. the record as it exists in the ReIReS system).
The metadata elements are grouped by the scheme they apply to (i.e. CreativeWork, MediaObject,
Person, Organization, Place and Event) and therefore the same elements can appear multiple time. This is
important because, rather than summing up all the available properties, this document intends to clarify
which property can and/or has to be used when describing a record for the purpose of the ReIReS unified
discovery environment. The properties that can be mapped for each scheme are listed, organized according
to their status as either mandatory, recommended or optional.
Under ‘Scheme’ some properties are also defined as being system elements. This means that the
ReIReS unified discovery environment creates the corresponding metadata and is not provided by the data
providers themselves. This metadata registers information about the publishing of records on the
environment and not about the record itself.
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4. Next steps

The application profile for the ReIReS unified discovery environment, based on the ontology Schema.org, is
not necessarily a finished product. The classes and properties set out in this document cover the metadata
elements and required knowledge representation that WP6 sees as essential for the pilot project, combined
with what is expected to be needed for representing future dataset and the requirements for a discovery
tool for religious-historical studies.
In other words, this data model is not intended to be static, hence our choice for working with an
ontology. Over the course of the technical implementation of the unified discovery environment new
iterations will most likely be necessary. Furthermore, the application profile can be extended even further
by adding classes from Schema.org or other ontologies should the need arise in the context of new
requirements and/or datatypes. Technical limitations, issues or opportunities as well as the introduction of
new datasets to the unified discovery environment or new challenges for its users can lead to corrections
to or upgrades of the application profile.
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5. Scheme CreativeWork
Property

identifier

Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Record identifier (a unique record ID for each record being delivered in
order to update records)

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

Property

identifier

Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Identifier (a meaningful ID besides a unique record identifier)

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL
license
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)

Definition

A license document that applies to this content, typically indicated by
URL.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Work license

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL
name

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Title

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

M

M

M
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provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

CreativeWork (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization
sdDatePublished

M

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

CreativeWork (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Date
sdLicense

Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

CreativeWork (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

CreativeWork (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Organization

M

M
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url

M

additionalType

R

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

CreativeWork (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

An additional type for the item, typically used for adding more specific
types from external vocabularies in microdata syntax. This is a
relationship between something and a class that the thing is in. In
RDFa syntax, it is better to use the native RDFa syntax - the 'typeof'
attribute - for multiple types. Schema.org tools may have only weaker
understanding of extra types, in particular those defined externally.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Type

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

An alias for the item.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Other title

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

alternateName

R

associatedMedia

R

Definition

A media object that encodes this CreativeWork. This property is a
synonym for encoding.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Media

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

MediaObject > Allowed subtypes are ImageObject, VideoObject,
SoundObject, DataDownload
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author
Definition

HTML 5 provides a special mechanism for indicating authorship via
the rel tag. That is equivalent to this and may be used
interchangeably.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Author

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization
creator

Definition

The creator/author of this CreativeWork. This is the same as the
Author property for CreativeWork.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Creator

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization
contributor

Definition

A secondary contributor to the CreativeWork or Event.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Contributor

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization
dateCreated

Definition

The date on which the CreativeWork was created or the item was
added to a DataFeed.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Creation/Publication date

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Date, DateTime
datePublished

Definition

Date of first broadcast/publication.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Publication date

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Date

R

R

R

R

R
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Definition

A description of the item.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Description

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

description

R

editor

R

Definition

Specifies the Person who edited the CreativeWork.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Editor

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person
genre

Definition

Genre of the creative work, broadcast channel or group.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Dicipline/Classification

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Text, URL

R

hasPart
Definition

Indicates an item or CreativeWork that is part of this item, or
CreativeWork (in some sense). Inverse-property: isPartOf.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Has part

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

CreativeWork

R

inLanguage

R

Definition

The language of the content or performance or used in an action.
Please use one of the language codes from the IETF BCP 47 standard.
See also availableLanguage.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Language

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Language, Text
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Definition

The ISBN of the book.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

ISBN

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Book

Values expected

Text

isbn

R

isPartOf

R

Definition

Indicates an item or CreativeWork that this item, or CreativeWork (in
some sense), is part of. Inverse-property: hasPart.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Is part of

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

CreativeWork, Collection
issn

Definition

The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) that identifies this
serial publication. You can repeat this property to identify different
formats of, or the linking ISSN (ISSN-L) for, this serial publication.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

ISSN

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, CreativeWorkSeries

Values expected

Text
issueNumber

Definition

Identifies the issue of publication; for example, "iii" or "2".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Issue number

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, PublicationIssue

Values expected

Integer, Text
keywords

Definition

Keywords or tags used to describe this content. Multiple entries in a
keywords list are typically delimited by commas.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Keywords

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Text

R

R

R
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locationCreated
Definition

The location where the CreativeWork was created, which may not be
the same as the location depicted in the CreativeWork.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Place of creation/publication

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Place

R

pagination
Definition

Any description of pages that is not separated into pageStart and
pageEnd; for example, "1-6, 9, 55" or "10-12, 46-49".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Pagination

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Article, PublicationIssue, PublicationVolume

Values expected

Text

R

publisher
Definition

The publisher of the creative work.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Publisher

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

R

sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
volumeNumber

Definition

Identifies the volume of publication or multi-part work; for example,
"iii" or "2".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Volume number

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, PublicationVolume

Values expected

Integer, Text

R
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about
Definition

The subject matter of the content. Inverse-property: subjectOf.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Thing

O

articleBody
Definition

The actual body of the article.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Full text/Transcription/Annotation

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Article

Values expected

Text

Definition

The edition of the book.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Edition

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Book

Values expected

Text

O

bookEdition

O

contentLocation

O

Definition

The location depicted or described in the content. For example, the
location in a photograph or painting. E.g.: The Church at Auvers by
Vincent van Gogh depicts a church in Auvers-sur-Oise, but was created
in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject: Location

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Place
copyrightHolder

Definition

The party holding the legal copyright to the CreativeWork.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Copyright holder

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

O
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copyrightYear

O

Definition

The year during which the claimed copyright for the CreativeWork was
first asserted.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Copyright year

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Number
dataset

Definition

A dataset contained in this catalog. Inverse property:
includedInDataCatalog.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Has datasets

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Dataset
distribution

Definition

A downloadable form of this dataset, at a specific location, in a
specific format.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Data download

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Dataset

Values expected

DataDownload
endDate

Definition

The end date and time of the item (in ISO 8601 date format).

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Publication date - end of series

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, CreativeWorkSeries

Values expected

Date, DateTime
illustrator

Definition

The illustrator of the book.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Illustrator

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Book

Values expected

Person

O

O

O

O
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includedInDataCatalog
Definition

A data catalog which contains this dataset. Supersedes catalog,
includedDataCatalog. Inverse property: dataset.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Data catalog

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Dataset

Values expected

DataCatalog
itemReviewed

Definition

The item that is being reviewed/rated.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Item reviewed

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Thing
material

Definition

A material that something is made from, e.g. leather, wool, cotton,
paper.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Material

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Text, URL
mentions

Definition

Indicates that the CreativeWork contains a reference to, but is not
necessarily about a concept.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject: Persons

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Thing
numberOfPages

Definition

The number of pages in the book.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Number of pages

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Book

Values expected

Integer

O

O

O

O

O
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pageEnd
Definition

The page on which the work ends; for example "138" or "xvi".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Pagination

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Article, PublicationIssue, PublicationVolume

Values expected

Integer, Text

O

pageStart
Definition

The page on which the work starts; for example "135" or "xiii".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Pagination

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, Article, PublicationIssue, PublicationVolume

Values expected

Integer, Text

Definition

A review of the item.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Review

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Review

O

reviews

O

spatialCoverage

O

Definition

The spatialCoverage of a CreativeWork indicates the place(s) which
are the focus of the content. It is a subproperty of contentLocation
intended primarily for more technical and detailed materials. For
example with a Dataset, it indicates areas that the dataset describes:
a dataset of New York weather would have spatialCoverage which was
the place: the state of New York.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject: Specific area

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Place
startDate

Definition

The start date and time of the item (in ISO 8601 date format).

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Publication date - start of series

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, CreativeWorkSeries

Values expected

Date, DateTime

O
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subjectOf
Definition

A CreativeWork or Event about this Thing. Inverse property: about.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject of

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

CreativeWork, Event

O

temporal
Definition

The "temporal" property can be used in cases where more specific
properties (e.g. temporalCoverage, dateCreated, dateModified,
datePublished) are not known to be appropriate.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Approximate Publication date

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

DateTime, Text

O

temporalCoverage

O

Definition

The temporalCoverage of a CreativeWork indicates the period that the
content applies to, i.e. that it describes, either as a DateTime or as a
textual string indicating a time period in ISO 8601 time interval
format. In the case of a Dataset it will typically indicate the relevant
time period in a precise notation (e.g. for a 2011 census dataset, the
year 2011 would be written "2011/2012"). Other forms of content
e.g. ScholarlyArticle, Book, TVSeries or TVEpisode may indicate their
temporalCoverage in broader terms - textually or via well-known URL.
Written works such as books may sometimes have precise temporal
coverage too, e.g. a work set in 1939 - 1945 can be indicated in ISO
8601 interval format format via "1939/1945".

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Subject: Date/Period

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

DateTime, Text, URL
text

Definition

The textual content of this CreativeWork.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Full text/Transcription/Annotation

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Text

O
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thumbnailUrl
Definition

A thumbnail image relevant to the Thing.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Thumbnail

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL

O

translator
Definition

Organization or person who adapts a creative work to different
languages, regional differences and technical requirements of a
target market, or that translates during some event.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Translator

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

O

translationOfWork
Definition

The work that this work has been translated from. e.g. 物种起源 is a
translationOf “On the Origin of Species”.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Translation of work

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

CreativeWork

O

version
Definition

The version of the CreativeWork embodied by a specified resource.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Version

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Number, Text

O

workTranslation

O

Definition

A work that is a translation of the content of this work. e.g. 西遊記 has
an English workTranslation “Journey to the West”,a German
workTranslation “Monkeys Pilgerfahrt” and a Vietnamese translation
Tây du ký bình khảo.

Scheme

CreativeWork

Used for

Has translation

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

CreativeWork
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6. Scheme MediaObject
identifier
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links. See background notes for more details.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Identifier

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

M

license
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

A license document that applies to this content, typically indicated by
URL.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Work license

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL

M

provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

MediaObject (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

MediaObject (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Date

sdDatePublished

M
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sdLicense
Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

MediaObject (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

MediaObject (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Organization

M

M

url

M

name
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)

R

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

MediaObject (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text
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sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
copyrightHolder

Definition

The party holding the legal copyright to the CreativeWork.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Copyright holder

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

O

copyrightYear

O

Definition

The year during which the claimed copyright for the CreativeWork was
first asserted.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Copyright year

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Number
creator

Definition

The creator/author of this CreativeWork. This is the same as the
Author property for CreativeWork.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Creator

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Person, Organization

O

embedUrl

O

Definition

A URL pointing to a player for a specific video. In general, this is the
information in the src element of an embed tag and should not be the
same as the content of the loc tag.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Embed URL

Class & Subclasses

MediaObject

Values expected

URL
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encodingFormat

O

Definition

Media type typically expressed using a MIME format (see IANA site
and MDN reference) e.g. application/zip for a SoftwareApplication
binary, audio/mpeg for .mp3 etc.). In cases where a CreativeWork has
several media type representations, encoding can be used to indicate
each MediaObject alongside particular encodingFormat information.
Unregistered or niche encoding and file formats can be indicated
instead via the most appropriate URL, e.g. defining Web page or a
Wikipedia/Wikidata entry. Supersedes fileFormat.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Format

Class & Subclasses

MediaObject

Values expected

Text, URL
sourceOrganization

Definition

The Organization on whose behalf the creator was working.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Affiliated organisation

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Organization
text

Definition

The textual content of this CreativeWork.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Full text/Transcription/Annotation

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

Text

Definition

A thumbnail image relevant to the Thing.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Thumbnail

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork

Values expected

URL

thumbnailUrl

transcript
Definition

If this MediaObject is an AudioObject or VideoObject, the transcript of
that object.

Scheme

MediaObject

Used for

Transcript

Class & Subclasses

CreativeWork, AudioObject, VideoObject

Values expected

Text

O

O

O

O
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7. Scheme Person
identifier
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links. See background notes for more details.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Identifier

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Full name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

name

M

provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

Person (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Person, Organization
sdDatePublished

M

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

Person (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Date
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sdLicense
Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

Person (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

Person (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Organization

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

Person (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

An alias for the item.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Alternate name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

M

url

M

alternateName

R
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Definition

Date of birth.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Date of birth

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Date

birthDate

R

birthPlace

R

Definition

The place where the person was born.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Birth place

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Place

Definition

Date of death.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Date of death

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Date

deathDate

R

deathPlace

R

Definition

The place where the person died.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Death place

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Place
description

Definition

A description of the item.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Description

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

R
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familyName
Definition

Family name. In the U.S., the last name of an Person. This can be
used along with givenName instead of the name property.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Family name

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text

R

givenName
Definition

Given name. In the U.S., the first name of a Person. This can be used
along with familyName instead of the name property.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Given name

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text

Definition

Nationality of the person.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Nationality

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Country

R

nationality

R

sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
additionalName

Definition

An additional name for a Person, can be used for a middle name.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Additional name

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text

O
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affiliation
Definition

An organization that this person is affiliated with. For example, a
school/university, a club, or a team.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Affiliation

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Organization
alumniOf

Definition

An organization that the person is an alumni of.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Alumni

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Organization, EducationalOrganization

Definition

A child of the person.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Child

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

Definition

A colleague of the person.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Colleague

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person, URL

O

O

children

O

colleague

O

follows

O

Definition

The most generic uni-directional social relation.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Follows

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person
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funder
Definition

A person or organization that supports (sponsors) something through
some kind of financial contribution.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Funder

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person, Organization

O

gender
Definition

Gender of the person. While http://schema.org/Male and
http://schema.org/Female may be used, text strings are also
acceptable for people who do not identify as a binary gender.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Gender

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

GenderType, Text

O

hasOccupation

O

Definition

The Person's occupation. For past professions, use Role for expressing
dates.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Occupation

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Occupation
honorificPrefix

Definition

An honorific prefix preceding a Person's name such as Dr/Mrs/Mr.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Honorific prefix

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text
honorificSuffix

Definition

An honorific suffix preceding a Person's name such as M.D.
/PhD/MSCSW.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Honorific suffix

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text

O

O
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image
Definition

An image of the item. This can be a URL or a fully described
ImageObject.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Image

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

ImageObject, URL
jobTitle

Definition

The job title of the person (for example, Financial Manager).

Scheme

Person

Used for

Job title

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Text
knows

Definition

The most generic bi-directional social/work relation.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Knows

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

Definition

An Organization to which this Person or Organization belongs. Inverse
property: member.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Membership

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Organization

memberOf

parent
Definition

A parent of this person.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Parent

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

O

O

O

O

O
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relatedTo
Definition

The most generic familial relation.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Family

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

Definition

A sibling of the person.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Sibling

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

O

sibling

O

sponsor

O

Definition

A person or organization that supports a thing through a pledge,
promise, or financial contribution. e.g. a sponsor of a Medical Study or
a corporate sponsor of an event.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Sponsor

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person, Organization

Definition

The person's spouse.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Spouse

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Person

spouse

O

subjectOf

O

Definition

A CreativeWork or Event about this Thing. Inverse property: about.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Subject of

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

CreativeWork, Event
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worksFor
Definition

Organizations that the person works for.

Scheme

Person

Used for

Employer

Class & Subclasses

Person

Values expected

Organization

O
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8. Scheme Organization
identifier
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links. See background notes for more details.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Identifier

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

name

M

provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

Organization (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Person, Organization
sdDatePublished

M

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

Organization (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Date
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sdLicense
Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

Organization (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

Organization (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Organization

M

M

url

M

alternateName

R

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

Organization (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

An alias for the item.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Alternate name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text
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Definition

A description of the item.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Description

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

description

R

sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
alumni

Definition

Alumni of an organization. Inverse property: alumniOf.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Alumni

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Person

O

department

O

Definition

A relationship between an organization and a department of that
organization, also described as an organization (allowing different
urls, logos, opening hours). For example: a store with a pharmacy, or a
bakery with a cafe.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Department

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Organization

Definition

An image of the item. This can be a URL or a fully described
ImageObject.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Image

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

ImageObject, URL

image

O
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founder
Definition

A person who founded this organization. Supersedes founders.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Founder

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Person
foundingDate

Definition

The date that this organization was founded.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Founding date

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Date
foundingLocation

Definition

The place where the Organization was founded.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Founding location

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Place
funder

Definition

A person or organization that supports (sponsors) something through
some kind of financial contribution.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Funder

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Person, Organization
location

Definition

The location of for example where the event is happening, an
organization is located, or where an action takes place.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Location

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Place, Text

O

O

O

O

O
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Definition

An associated logo.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Logo

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

ImageObject, URL

logo

O

member

O

Definition

An Organization to which this Person or Organization belongs. Inverse
property: memberOf.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Member

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Person, Organization
memberOf

Definition

An Organization (or ProgramMembership) to which this Person or
Organization belongs. Inverse property: member.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Member of

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Organization

O

parentOrganization
Definition

The larger organization that this organization is a subOrganization of,
if any. Supersedes branchOf. Inverse property: subOrganization.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Parent organization

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Organization

O

sponsor

O

Definition

A person or organization that supports a thing through a pledge,
promise, or financial contribution. e.g. a sponsor of a Medical Study or
a corporate sponsor of an event.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Sponsor

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Person, Organization
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subjectOf
Definition

A CreativeWork or Event about this Thing. Inverse property: about.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Subject of

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

CreativeWork, Event
subOrganization

Definition

A relationship between two organizations where the first includes the
second, e.g., as a subsidiary. See also: the more specific 'department'
property. Inverse property: parentOrganization.

Scheme

Organization

Used for

Subordinate organization

Class & Subclasses

Organization

Values expected

Organization

O

O
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9. Scheme Place
identifier
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links. See background notes for more details.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Identifier

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

name

M

provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

Place (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Person, Organization
sdDatePublished

M

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

Place (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Date
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sdLicense
Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

Place (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

Place (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Organization

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

Place (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

A description of the item.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Description

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

M

url

M

description

R
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sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
address

O

alternateName

O

geo

O

hasMap

O

Definition

Physical address of the item.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Address

Class & Subclasses

Place

Values expected

PostalAddress, Text

Definition

An alias for the item.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Alternate name

Class & Subclasses

Thing
Text

Values expected

Definition

The geo coordinates of the place.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Geo coordinates

Class & Subclasses

Place

Values expected

GeoCoordinates, GeoShape

Definition

A URL to a map of the place. Supersedes map, maps.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Map

Class & Subclasses

Place

Values expected

URL
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image
Definition

An image of the item. This can be a URL or a fully described
ImageObject.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Image

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

ImageObject, URL
subjectOf

Definition

A CreativeWork or Event about this Thing. Inverse property: about.

Scheme

Place

Used for

Subject of

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

CreativeWork, Event

O

O
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10. Scheme Event
identifier
(Created by system if not provided by partner.)
Definition

The identifier property represents any kind of identifier for any kind of
Thing, such as ISBNs, GTIN codes, UUIDs etc. Schema.org provides
dedicated properties for representing many of these, either as textual
strings or as URL (URI) links. See background notes for more details.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Identifier

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text, URL

Definition

The name of the item.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

name

M

provider

M

Definition

The service provider, service operator, or service performer; the goods
producer. Another party (a seller) may offer those services or goods on
behalf of the provider. A provider may also serve as the seller.

Scheme

Event (system element)

Used for

Data provider

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Person, Organization
sdDatePublished

M

Definition

Indicates the date on which the current structured data was generated
/ published. Typically used alongside sdPublisher

Scheme

Event (system element)

Used for

Record publication date

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Date
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sdLicense
Definition

A license document that applies to this structured data, typically
indicated by URL.

Scheme

Event (system element)

Used for

Record license

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

URL
sdPublisher

Definition

Indicates the party responsible for generating and publishing the
current structured data markup, typically in cases where the
structured data is derived automatically from existing published
content but published on a different site. For example, student
projects and open data initiatives often re-publish existing content
with more explicitly structured metadata. The sdPublisher property
helps make such practices more explicit.

Scheme

Event (system element)

Used for

Record publisher

Class & Subclasses

Extension

Values expected

Organization

Definition

URL of the item.

Scheme

Event (system element)

Used for

Persistent ReIReS link

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL

Definition

A description of the item.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Description

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

M

M

url

M

description

R
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sameAs

R

Definition

URL of a reference Web page that unambiguously indicates the item's
identity. E.g. the URL of the item's Wikipedia page, Wikidata entry, or
official website.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Source record

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

URL
about

Definition

The subject matter of the content. Inverse property: subjectOf.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Subject matter

Class & Subclasses

Event

Values expected

Thing

Definition

An alias for the item.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Alternate name

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

Text

O

alternateName

O

endDate

O

Definition

The end date and time of the item (in ISO 8601 date format).

Scheme

Event

Used for

End date

Class & Subclasses

Event

Values expected

Date, DateTime
image

Definition

An image of the item. This can be a URL or a fully described
ImageObject.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Image

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

ImageObject, URL

O
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location
Definition

The location of for example where the event is happening, an
organization is located, or where an action takes place.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Location

Class & Subclasses

Event

Values expected

Place
startDate

Definition

The start date and time of the item (in ISO 8601 date format).

Scheme

Event

Used for

Start date

Class & Subclasses

Event

Values expected

Date, DateTime
subjectOf

Definition

A CreativeWork or Event about this Thing. Inverse property: about.

Scheme

Event

Used for

Subject of

Class & Subclasses

Thing

Values expected

CreativeWork, Event

O

O

O
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11. Applicable Documents
Applicable documents are documents from which all requirements must be fulfilled in the context of the
Grant Agreement, although they are not repeated in the present document.
Id.

Date

Title / Reference

[A1]

20/03/2017

[A2]

10/01/2018

GRANT AGREEMENT, NUMBER — 730895 — ReIReS,

[A3]

01/02/2018

DESCA - ReIReS Consortium Agreement

[A4]

04/09/2018

Deliverable 6.1 Requirements Overview and Use Case Models

H2020-INFRAIA-2016-2017, (Integrating and opening research infrastructures of
European interest), Proposal number: 730895-2

[A5]

[A6]

All documents mentioned in this list are available in the Document Repository, section "Applicable
Documents".
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12. Glossary

Term

Definition
An application profile consists of a specified set of metadata elements, policies, and
guidelines. The selected elements can come from a combination of different
standards and locally defined element sets depending on the functional

Application profile

requirements regarding the application of the metadata in a given platform. It is a
document that specifies how metadata elements from existing data models,
possibly including locally defined additions, are combined and reused for a
particular application. It can be expressed as a technical document, a machinereadable schema or just a consistently applied informal set of conventions.

Data model

An abstract model that organizes elements of data and standardizes how they
relate to one another and to properties of the real world entities.
A requirement which is intended to establish a common understanding of the
meaning or semantics of the data, to ensure correct and proper use and

Metadata standard

interpretation of the data by its owners and users. To achieve this common
understanding, a number of characteristics, or attributes of the data have to be
defined, also known as metadata.
An ontology encompasses a representation, formal naming, and definition of the

Ontology

categories, properties, and relations between the concepts, data, and entities that
substantiate one, many, or all domains.

Semantic enrichment

Matching metadata to external semantic data resources.

(End of Document)
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